This is a listing of SUGGESTED basic supplies; during the opening week of school, teachers will inform students of any necessary, additional supplies that may be needed:

*Highlighters (2 or 3 different colors)
*Pencils and Pencil Case
*Pens (Red, Blue, Black)
*Colored Pencils
*Spiral Notebooks
*3-Ring Binders (1.5” for each core subject) with Tab Dividers
*Loose Leaf Paper (for Binders) and Graph Paper (for Math class)
*Composition Books - Marble Cover (2 or 3)
*Glue Sticks
*Folders (for each core subject)
*Post-It Notes
*Plastic Ruler, Personal 3-Hole Punch and Stapler
*Book “Socks” (4-5 to cover textbooks in core subject areas)
*Earbuds or Headphones
*Index Cards

*Calculator:
**Math 7 and Math 8** - Scientific Calculator (Casio fx-300 ms OR Texas Instrument 30xIIs)
**Algebra (all levels) and Geometry** - Graphing Calculator TI -84+ (Suggested - NOT required)

While we do supply them, extra boxes of tissues are always appreciated by our teachers, especially during cold and flu season!